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ABSTRACT
The RNA helicase gene family encodes a
group of eight homologous proteins that share regions of
sequence similarity. This group of evolutionarily conserved
proteins presumably all utilize ATP (or some other nucleoside
triphosphate)' as an energy source for unwinding doublestranded RNA. Members of this family have been implicated in
a variety of physiological functions in organisms ranging from
Escherichia coli to human, such as translation initiation, mitochondrial mRNA splicing, ribosomal assembly, and germinal
line cell differentiation. We have applied polymerase chain
reaction technology to search for additional members of the
RNA helicase family in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
Using degenerate oligonucleotide primers designed to amplify
DNA fragments flanked by the highly conserved motifs V L D
E A DWand Y I H R I G, we have detected five putative RNA
helicase genes. Northern and Southern blot analyses demonstrated that these genes are single copy and expressed in yeast.
Several members of the RNA helicase family share sequence
identity ranging from 49.2% to 67.2%, suggesting that they are
functionally related. The discovery of such a multitude of
putative RNA helicase genes in yeast suggests that RNA helicase
activities are involved in a variety of fundamentally important
biological processes.

In cells, DNA and RNA molecules frequently undergo a
variety of dynamic conformational changes. For example,
the unwinding of double-stranded DNA helix is required for
replication, recombination, and transcription, and the melting of secondary structure is required for the initiation of
translation of many mRNAs. A number of proteins involved
in controlling the helical structure of DNA molecules have
been purified and extensively studied (reviewed in ref. 1).
Among these are the DNA binding proteins, such as histones
and single-stranded DNA binding proteins, and proteins with
enzymatic activities, such as DNA helicases and topoisomerases.
In contrast, only recently have proteins that function in
destabilizing RNA helices begun to receive attention. Mammalian eukaryotic translation initiation factor eIF-4A was the
first of the RNA helicases to be characterized. eIF-4A has an
intrinsic RNA-dependent ATPase activity and is capable of
unwinding mRNA in an ATP-dependent fashion (2, 3). It is
thought that eIF-4A catalyzes ATP hydrolysis and utilizes the
energy generated to disrupt mRNA secondary structure.
Recently, the RNA helicase activity as well as the RNAdependent ATPase activity of both human p68 protein and
simian virus 40 large tumor antigen have been unambiguously
demonstrated (4, 5). In addition, an Escherichia coli protein
SrmB with sequence homology to eIF-4A has been reported
to bind RNA in the absence of ATP and to hydrolyze ATP in
the presence of RNA (6).
More recently, strong sequence homology was detected
between eIF-4A; p68; genes encoding SrmB and the newly
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characterized Drosophila gene vasa (7); yeast genes TIFI,
TIF2, and MSSJ16 (8, 9); as well as mouse PLIO gene (10).
Based on the amino acid sequence alignments of these proteins, an additional gene family, the RNA helicase gene family,
consisting of both established and putative RNA helicase
genes, was defined (11). Although the sequence conservation
is spread out over a stretch of 420 amino acids, several
sequence elements are especially striking. The sequence D X4
A X4 G K T, found in all eight proteins, is typical for the A
motif of ATP binding proteins (12-14). The D E A D
box, (V/I) L D E A D X2 L, on the other hand, represents a
special version of the B motif of ATP-binding proteins (14) and
is uniquely present in members of the RNA helicase family.
Equally conserved is the sequence H R I G R, which has been
speculated to participate in polynucleotide binding and/or the
unwinding activity (11).
To date, three putative RNA helicase genes have been
reported in yeast. The TIFI gene was isolated as a suppressor
of a mitochondrial missense mutation (15). A second gene,
TIF2, is almost identical to TIFI within the open reading
frame, except for five silent substitutions, and thus specifies
the same protein (8, 15). TIF1 and TIF2 are considered to be
the yeast translation initiation factor based on their high
sequence homology to the mammalian eIF-4A (8, 15). The
third putative RNA helicase gene in yeast, MSS116, was
isolated in a genetic screen for nuclear mutants that specifically affect mitochondrial splicing (16). Mutations in this
locus have been shown to directly affect the splicing of
several introns of cytochrome b and cytochrome c oxidase
subunit I primary transcripts (9). Thus, for the first time, an
RNA helicase activity was implicated in mRNA splicing.
ATP is required for pre-mRNA splicing in vitro in both the
mammalian and yeast systems (reviewed in ref. 17). This
requirement of ATP occurs in both steps of the splicing
reaction and in several steps of the spliceosome assembly
(18-20). The reason for the ATP requirement is currently
unknown, but it is likely that multiple molecules of ATP must
be hydrolyzed for each splicing event.We are interested in
the possibility that RNA helicase may function in pre-mRNA
splicing and that this may explain the ATP requirement. The
most dramatic event in the assembly of the spliceosome,
which would appear to require an RNA helicase, occurs
midway through the assembly process. The small nuclear
RNAs U4 and U6 are base-paired together in the same small
nuclear ribonucleoprotein particle (21). There are 21 base
pairs (bp)joining the two RNAs, and in the absence of protein
the melting temperature of the complex is 530C (21). Prior to
formation of the active spliceosome complex, U4 either
leaves the complex or is markedly destabilized, so it cannot
be detected when the spliceosome is analyzed by native
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (18, 20, 22).
Although the function of MSS116 in mitochondrial selfsplicing is unknown, it is likely that it acts to generate an
enzymatically active RNA structure. RNA helicases may
Abbreviations: elF, eukaryotic initiation factor; PCR, polymerase
chain reaction.
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acids in these experiments. The hybridization probes were
generated by using purified insert DNAs from various PCR
clones as templates for random-primer labeling with [a32P]dATP as described (24). Filters were prehybridized for 2
hr at 42°C in 50% formamide containing 6x SSC (lx SSC =
0.15 M NaCl/0.015 M sodium citrate, pH 7.0), 5 x Denhardt's
solution (1x Denhardt's solution = 0.02% Ficoll/0.02%
polyvinylpyrrolidone/0.02% bovine serum albumin), and
0.1% SDS and were hybridized for 18 hr at 42°C in the same
solution with 32P-labeled DNA probes. Filters were washed
to a final stringency of 0.2x SSC/0.1% SDS at 65°C before
being subjected to autoradiography.
Analysis of mRNA. For the Northern blotting, yeast total
RNA, poly(A)- RNA, and poly(A)+ RNA were prepared as
described (25). RNAs were treated with glyoxal before being
electrophoresed on a 1% agarose gel for Northern blotting
(26). Conditions used in Northern blot analyses were the
same as described in the section above.
Sequence Comparison. Pairwise sequence comparisons for
identity and similarity were performed on a VAXstation using
the BESTFIT program in the GCG sequence analysis software
package developed by Genetics Computer Group of University of Wisconsin.

also act to alter structure in nuclear pre-mRNA splicing.
Motivated by these considerations, we have undertaken a
project to enumerate and characterize the RNA helicases in
yeast. By using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technology,
we have identified five additional members ofthis gene family
in yeast.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. Thermus aquaticus DNA polymerase (Taq polymerase) was obtained from Perkin-Elmer/Cetus. Restriction
enzymes were obtained from New England Biolabs. Oligonucleotides were synthesized on an Applied Biosystems
DNA synthesizer and purified by urea polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis. GeneScreen hybridization transfer membrane was from NEN Research Products.
PCR. Yeast genomic DNA was prepared as described (23).
Typically, 500 ng of yeast genomic DNA was used in a 100-tl
PCR reaction mixture containing 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.3),
1.5 mM MgCl2, 0.1% gelatin, 200 ,uM each deoxynucleoside
triphosphate, 3.5 uM each primer, and 2.5 units of Taq
polymerase. Reaction mixtures were denatured at 940C for 10
min and then chilled on ice immediately before the addition
of deoxynucleotides and enzyme. Amplification of DNA
sequences was achieved by 30 cycles of DNA denaturation
(940C, 1 min), primer annealing (450C, 1 min), and primer
extension (72°C, 2 min), followed by a 10-min incubation at
72°C after the final cycle was completed. PCRs were all
performed on a Cetus DNA thermocycler.
Cloning and Sequencing of the PCR Products. The DNA
products of the PCR were extracted with phenol/chloroform,
ethanol precipitated, and then digested with BamHI and Spe
I at 37°C for 2 hr. The digested DNAs were then electrophoresed on a 0.7% low melting point agarose gel, and the desired
product was excised for cloning into the Bluescript KS vector
(Stratagene). Initially, clones were sorted by single lane
(T-lane) sequencing using double-stranded plasmid DNAs as
templates. Subsequently, the complete sequences of the
cloned PCR products were obtained by combined singlestranded and double-stranded DNA sequencing using KS and
T7 primers.
Analyses of Genomic Sequences. For Southern blot analyses, 3.6 ,ug of yeast genomic DNA was digested to completion
by either EcoRI, Pst I, or Bgl II and fractionated on a 0.8%
agarose gel. GeneScreen membrane was used to bind nucleic

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The eight protein sequences known to be members of the
RNA helicase family share pronounced sequence homology
(9, 11). In particular, several blocks of amino acid sequence
were found to be highly conserved in the RNA helicases in
organisms ranging from E. coli to human. Of these, blocks I
and II (for block assignments, see refs. 11 and 12) were
implicated in nucleotide binding and appeared to be present
in a number of the ATP-utilizing enzymes (12). In contrast,
blocks Ia, V, and VI are unique to the RNA helicases (9, 12).
We reasoned that any protein that contains both the nucleotide-binding site and the putative RNA helicase conserved
sequences is likely to be an RNA helicase. Computer search
in the data bank for proteins containing the block II and block
VI peptide sequences yielded only members of this gene
family and thus qualified blocks II and VI as suitable probes
for identifying new RNA helicase genes.
Identification of Additional Members of the RNA Helicase
Family in Yeast. To identify additional members of the RNA
helicase gene family, degenerate oligonucleotides covering
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FIG. 1. PCRs using degenerate oligonucleotides as primers. (A) Sequences of the oligonucleotides used in PCRs. Nucleotide sequences were
derived from the amino acid sequences (single-letter code) as indicated. The oligoVI is the complement of the coding sequence that specifies
those amino acids. The italicized N represents all four possible nucleotides. Restriction sites (underlined) have been built into oligollA and -IIB
(Spe 1), as well as oligoVI (BamHI). (B) Gel electrophoresis of the amplified PCR products. After 30 cycles, PCR products were electrophoresed
on a 1% agarose gel. Lane 1, reaction using oligollA and oligoVi; lane 2, reaction using oligoliB instead of -IIA. Size standards are Hae
IlI-digested 4X174 DNA.
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all possible codons for the peptide sequences V L D E A D
(block II) and Y I H R I G (block VI) were designed for use
in the PCR (Fig. 1A). Two oligonucleotides, OligoIIA and
OligoIIB, were synthesized for the V L D E A D sequence,
since leucine is encoded by two different groups of triplet
codons.
Initially, we tested three different primer annealing temperatures, 350C, 40'C, and 450C, for PCRs, and obtained apparently identical results. We therefore selected the most stringent temperature, 450C, for subsequent PCRs. After 30 cycles
of PCR amplification using yeast genomic DNA as template,
a predominant product of =600 bp as well as some minor
products could be clearly detected in agarose gel electrophoresis (Fig. 1B). Identical results were obtained in reactions
using either OligoIIA or OligoIIB, although the yields varied
(Fig. 1B, lanes 1 and 2). In both cases, the size of the
predominant product, =600 bp, was in good agreement with
the estimated sizes (between 550 and 650 bp) of the gene
fragments encompassed by the V L D E A D and Y I H R I G
sequences in the eight known members of the gene family. For
the purpose of identifying sequences amplified in the PCR
reactions, PCR products were digested with restriction enzymes BamHI and Spe I, and the major product (i.e., the
=600-bp DNA fragment) was isolated and cloned into plasmid
vector.
Plasmid DNAs were isolated from 150 randomly picked
transformants and their inserts were sorted by T-lane DNA
sequencing. Based on the T-lane patterns, eight different
groups of sequences could be categorized, and they were
subsequently designated as CAI-CA8. Assuming the primer
annealing is highly specific under our PCR conditions, we
expected to be able to retrieve at least one of the three partial
sequences corresponding to the documented yeast genesnamely, MSS116 (9), TIFJ, and TIF2 (8). Indeed, when the
complete DNA sequences of clones CAI-CA8 were obtained
and their amino acid sequences deduced, all three of the
previously determined sequences were present. Yeast translation initiation factor genes TIFJ and TIF2 are almost
identical except for five silent substitutions (8), and they were
represented by clone CA2. MSS116, a yeast nuclear gene
involved in mitochondrial splicing (9) was represented by
clone CA7. The frequency of generating the CAI-CA8 clones
in this experiment varied widely. Of the 150 randomly picked
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clones, 4 were identified as CA], 2 as CA2, 8 as CA3, 27 as
CA4, 67 as CA5, -6 (see below), 4 as CA7, and 38 as CA8. This
could be due to different complementarity of the degenerate
oligonucleotides to their target sequences. Clones CA5 and
CA6 were identical, with the exception of one nucleotide
transition (C to T), which generated an amino acid substitution (threonine to isoleucine) adjacent to the Y I H R I G
sequence. Since this variation was distributed evenly in all
the CA5, -6 clones we have sequenced, and since our
Southern analyses indicated that there is only one CA5, -6
gene in the yeast genome (see below), this variation may
reflect a natural allelic polymorphism in yeast, a very early
deamination event (from cytosine to uridine) occurring in the
PCR reaction, or simply an error of the Taq polymerase.
Protein Sequence Comparison of Members of the RNA
Helicase Family. In Fig. 2, we compiled a list of 15 sequences
of the RNA helicase family between the V L D E A D and
Y I H R I G boxes. Of these, 9 have been previously published
[p68 (human), eIF-4A1 (mouse), eIF-4A2 (mouse), PL10
(mouse), vasa (Drosophila), TIF1 (yeast), TIF2 (yeast),
MSS116 (yeast), and SrmB (E. coli)], 5 were discovered in
this work [CA1, CA3, CA4, CA5, -6, and CA8], and 1 is
unpublished [SPB4, a yeast protein involved in ribosomal
biogenesis (A. B. Sachs and R. Davis, personal communication)]. In addition, PRP5, a yeast protein essential for
nuclear pre-mRNA splicing, can also be included in the RNA
helicase family (the PRP5 sequence will be published elsewhere; G. Dalbadie-McFarland and J. Abelson, unpublished
data).
A striking homology among these 15 sequences is observed
when they are optimally aligned (Fig. 2). Over a stretch of 217
amino acids, the calculated identity scores range from 27.2%
(SPB4 versus CA8) to 73.8% (eIF-4A1 versus TIF1), with an
average of 36.1%. With such a strong homology, these
sequences appear to belong to a single protein family. The
eIF-4A and TIF proteins are thought to be carrying out
identical functions during translation initiation based on their
sequence homology (8). We also noticed that there is an
intriguing overall identity among p68, PL10, vasa, and CA1
(from 49.2% to 67.4%). Although these proteins are found in
different organisms, their strong homology with each other
suggests that they are functionally closely related. In particular, PL10, a protein involved in mouse spermatogenesis
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(10), and CA1 are 67.4% identical and 85.8% similar and thus
may have similar functions. In this regard, it is interesting
that clone CAI appears to be identical in sequence to a yeast
gene, SPP81. Genetic analysis suggests that SPP81 interacts
with PRP8, another yeast protein required for nuclear premRNA splicing (D. Jamieson and J. Beggs, personal communication).
From the sequence alignment, we further observed that
there are several highly conserved amino acids previously
unnoticed. For instance, Arg-7, Asp-10, Gln-37, Ala-54, Gln87, and Leu-104 are all highly conserved in their respective
positions. The divergence away from the highly conserved Y
(I/L/V) H R I G sequence in PRP5 as Y V H T T G (G.
Dalbadie-McFarland and J. Abelson, unpublished data) and
SPB4 as F M H R C G (A. B. Sachs and R. Davis, personal
communication) offered a possible explanation for their absence in our collection. The regions of high amino acid
conservation have similar spacing in all the proteins, suggesting that these sequences have similar or identical functions.
Interestingly, PRP5 has a large insertion in the middle of the
sequence (G. Dalbadie-McFarland and J. Abelson, unpublished data), whereas CA5, -6 contains a 6-amino acid insertion
between Gly-205 and block VI sequence. These and other
more divergent regions may reflect individual functional differences.
Expression and Copy Number of the Newly Identified Genes.
To determine whether the newly identified putative RNA
helicase genes are expressed in yeast, we performed hybridization analyses using the cloned DNAs as probes. In all
cases in which results could be obtained, a single species of
RNA was detected by each probe (Fig. 3). The estimated
sizes of the transcripts recognized by each individual probe
are 2.6 kilobases (kb) (CAI), 1.5 kb (CA2), 2.1 kb (CA3), 2.7
kb (CA4), and 1.85 kb (CAS, -6). The expressed RNAs
appeared to be polyadenylylated, since they were highly
enriched in the poly(A)+ fraction. Thus, it is likely that these
transcripts actually represent mRNAs encoding the putative
RNA helicases. Judging from the intensity of the hybridization signals, TIFI, -2 encode messages that are highly abundant, while the abundance of the CA] message is much lower.
The failure to detect mRNAs encoded by MSSJJ6 and CA8
suggests that their messages may be either unstable or
stringently expressed in the cells. We have also determined
the copy number of the yeast RNA helicase genes by Southern analyses (Fig. 4). In three different genomic restriction
digests, all PCR clones, except TIFI, -2 (CA2 probe) and CA]
(in Pst I digest only), hybridized to a single restriction
fragment, indicating that they are most likely encoded by
single-copy genes. As expected, the TIFI, -2 cloned DNA
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FIG. 3. Northern blot analyses of members of the RNA helicase
family. Total yeast RNA (lane 1), poly(A)- RNA (lane 2), and
poly(A)+ RNA (lane 3) were denatured by glyoxal and electrophoresed on an agarose gel for Northern blotting. Probes used for each
of the hybridization experiments are listed on the top, and size
markers (RNA ladder obtained from BRL) are indicated.
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(the CA2 probe) recognized two restriction fragments, confirming that there are two TIF genes in the yeast genome (8,
15). The predicted internal Pst I site in the CAI clone (Fig. 4,
lane 1) was verified by DNA sequencing and restriction
mapping (data not shown).
Implications and Speculations. Although several RNA helicases have in common the catalytic activity of unwinding
double-stranded RNAs, their biological functions may be
quite different. For instance, mammalian eIF-4A and its

counterparts in yeast, TIF1 and TIF2, are essential in translation initiation (2, 3, 8), whereas p68 is a major nuclear
antigen from a human hepatoma cell line and is thought to
regulate cell growth and division (27). The functions of other
putative RNA helicases are also rather diversified: MSS116
is involved in yeast mitochondrial mRNA splicing (9), PL10
is a protein expressed specifically during spermatogenesis in
mouse (10), the Drosophila vasa protein is required for both
oocyte formation and the specification of the posterior structures of the embryo (7), and the SrmB protein can suppress
a mutation in the L24 ribosomal protein, which is essential in
the assembly of 50S ribosomal subunits in E. coli (6). Since
members of the RNA helicase family share homology only in
the middle regions of their sequences (11), the sequence
divergences outside the conserved regions probably reflect
differences in their functional roles. The five additional RNA
helicases we have discovered are therefore likely to have a
variety of functions.
There are apparently at least 10 RNA helicase genes in
yeast. Our failure to find SPB4 and PRP5 sequences in the
PCR amplified DNAs leaves open the possibility that additional members exist. This large number of the putative RNA
helicase genes in a single organism raises a number of
intriguing questions: (i) Are they all essential for the survival
of the organism? (ii) What are their substrate specificities?
(iii) How do they exercise their physiological functions? (iv)
What are the roles of the highly conserved motifs present in
these proteins? In the case of the yeast TIFI and TIF2 genes,
inactivation of either gene by gene disruption has no effect on
cell viability or mitochondrial functions (15). However, simultaneous inactivation ofboth genes is lethal to the cell (15),
suggesting that the other RNA helicases in yeast are unable
to substitute for the translation initiation function of TIF1 and
TIF2.
The sequence conservation of the RNA helicase family
spanning from eubacteria to eukaryotes suggests that RNA
helicase activities are of fundamental importance to living
cells, and evolved very early. During early stages of molecular evolution, it is likely that RNA catalyzed its own
replication (28). Indeed, an RNA polymerase activity has
been demonstrated in the Tetrahymena type I intron RNA
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(29, 30). The separation of the strands following any selfreplication (31, 32) may well have been a rate-limiting step.
Thus, it is likely that a very early event in evolution, once
protein synthesis had to evolve, would have been the development of an RNA helicase activity. In present day organisms, RNA helicases play a number of specialized roles.
However, since the basic features of their enzymatic mechanism are highly specified for the destabilization of RNA
helices, the basic structure of these enzymes is therefore
highly conserved in evolution.
Note Added in Proof. We have learned that an essential gene in yeast,
DEDI (33), also appears to be a member of the RNA helicase family.
The deduced amino acid sequence of DEDI is highly homologous to
those of PLIO, vasa, and CA] (B. Rahe and J. Pringle, personal

communication).
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